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The aircraft design process is the engineering design process by which aircraft are designed. These depend
on many factors such as customer and manufacturer demand, safety protocols, physical and economic
constraints etc. For some types of aircraft the design process is regulated by national airworthiness
authorities.
Aircraft design process - Wikipedia
The Ilyushin Il-86 (Russian: Ð˜Ð»ÑŒÑŽÌ•ÑˆÐ¸Ð½ Ð˜Ð»-86; NATO reporting name: Camber) is a
short/medium-range wide-body jet airliner.It was the USSR's first wide-body and the world's second
four-engined wide-body. Designed and tested by the Ilyushin design bureau in the 1970s, it was certified by
the Soviet aircraft industry, manufactured and marketed by the USSR.
Ilyushin Il-86 - Wikipedia
What many of us have been encouraging has finally transpiredâ€“the seabed search for the wreckage of
MH370 has been re-started. The search vessel Seabed Constructor has just arrived in the new search area,
outfitted with a team of eight autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs).
The Search for MH370 Begins Again! Â« The Disappearance of
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